
Make Mentoring Fun - Series #3
It is no secret that mentoring is necessary, just as it’s well known that learning is best achieved when it’s fun.

There are many ways to successfully mentor a new member. Some clubs encourage the Sponsoring Member to be the 
mentor, while some clubs implement a Mentorship Program.  It’s always best to identify why the new members joined 
and what their goals are so that the ‘mentor’ and ‘mentee’ can build a road map to help achieve the mentee’s goals. The 
mentor will receive the gratifying feeling to have helped the new member flourish through his/her journey.

You could very well be mentoring a future National President!

MAKE MENTORING FUN

How do clubs master the art of mentoring?

Gather Resources

Not everyone likes everything all at once, but it’s handy to be able to have everything accessible. Know what websites 
have what resources and make those links known. Have manuals in hardcopy and electronically and offer them to your 
new members.

Be Teachers & Students

Keep in mind that young members have just gone through at least 13 years of school (more if they went on to post-
secondary). The last thing they want is more “school.” Ask them to teach YOU something (like website design, social 
media, software ins and outs or something about their generation).

Make it Fast & Fun

Learning done in a way that is fast and fun tends to develop more desire to learn. Whether it’s a game show, speed-
mentoring or a race of clues, making mentoring fun benefits all members - the teachers and the students.

Mentoring Never Ends

No matter what the topic of the day is, everyone can learn something new. It’s important that new and experienced 
members remember that learning never ends.

We know that mentoring is an integral part of being a lifelong member. Those that are properly mentored tend to stay 
longer and will in turn mentor others.

Mentoring needs to be kept fast and fun, and everyone should recognize there is always something new to learn.

Even the most dry topic can be turned into something fun - whether you make it a competition or innovate new and 
interesting ways of presenting the information.

How you learn is just as important as what you learn.

EXERCISE #1:  SPEED MENTORING

Similar to speed dating, this exercise is fast, furious and highly effective.

As the facilitator you will need:
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Ten topics for the group to conduct research 

(Example: Why is the Fall Leadership Conference important?)

Documents/manuals needed for participants to conduct their research

Blank paper and pens

Noise making device

HOW TO FACILITATE THE ACTIVITY:

Set the room up with 5 tables and a set of chairs in a circle formation.

Divide the members into pairs.

Each pair is given two topics to research together to build the mentorship bond.

Each pair selects one person to be the Mentor and one to be the Mentee. 

The Mentor will remain seated and present a topic while the Mentee rotates to learn a topic from another Mentor.

Start off with everyone seated, and when the sound goes off, the Mentee rotates left to the new Mentor.

After 3 minutess the sound will go off and the Mentee rotates left to another Mentor to learn a different topic.

Once everyone has visited a different Mentor, reverse the roles - where the Mentor is now the Mentee, Mentee is now 
the Mentor.

Start the process all over again.

Give everyone the opportunity to be the Mentor (teacher) & Mentee (student).

EXERCISE #2:  KIN JEOPARDY

 Like the game show, it’s a fun learning experience.

As the facilitator you will need:

To be familiar with the Jeopardy game

Research different topics, making questions & answers

Some fake/made up money

HOW TO FACILITATE THE ACTIVITY:

Using PowerPoint or any other visual aid, create a set of trivia questions and answers.

Like the Jeopardy game show, assign a monetary value to the questions/clues.

Surprise the club with “Kin Jeopardy” at the next meeting or social.

Split the club up into teams or have members battle it out. 

Be creative - inject questions about the club’s members or history - see who really knows what about who and get to 
know each other a little better in a fun way.

EXERCISE #3:  AMAZING RACE TO MENTORING

 Fast and funny!



As the facilitator, you till need:

To be familiar with the show Amazing Race

Research different topics,  making questions and answers

Some fake/made up money or other prizes

HOW TO FACILITATE THE ACTIVITY:

An Amazing Race style event is set up.

With each stop, there is a clue or activity the members must complete.

Each clue or activity must require Kin Education (i.e. “Put these clubs in the right zones” or “Put KINvention in the right 
chronological order” or “Put these Club Presidents in order starting with the most recent” or “Look at these CF facts. 
Present the one that is FALSE to get your next clue,” etc.).

Combine new and seasoned members and watch the fun unfold.

Have prizes for winners, costumes, most creative/funny answers, etc.

LEARNING OUTCOMES/QUESTIONS:

What are the benefits when seasoned and newer members work together? 

How did everyone have fun during the activities?

Will the club implement a mentorship program - why or why not?


